
 

The Hoptroff No.8 shows time & date, and also the time 

and first letter of your next diary appointment.  It gets diary 

information using a Bluetooth connection to your 

smartphone. 

Getting Started:  If you’ve just bought a Hoptroff No.8: 

1. Download the Hoptroff iPhone app from the Apple 

App Store.  (Android version from June 2015.) 

2. Start the app and select New Connection from the 

menu.  The app is scanning for your watch. 

3. Press the top pusher.  The hour hand will rock, 

indicating it will be connectable for 20 seconds. 

4. When the scan is complete, select your watch 

from the menu in the app.  You have connected to 

the watch.  The time and is automatically set. 

5. If the watch is not showing the correct time, first 

select Hand Alignment and ensure the hands are 

correctly aligned.  Then select Time Zone and 

check that your time zone has been selected. 

6. Select Autoconnect and decide how often you 

want the diary data updated.  It stores a day’s 

worth of appointments, so once an hour or once 

every six hours is recommended. 

7. Select Owner’s Details to record your ownership 

information in the watch.  It is important that you 

enter your email address correctly – you will need 

it if you wish to change the Owner’s Details.  This 

way, if your watch is lost or stolen, the Owner’s 

Details cannot be changed by someone else.  

8. Finally press Disconnect.   

Appointment Indication: In iPhone, the diary function is 

automatic, provided your iPhone calendar is correctly set 

up. 

Accuracy: The time is accurate to approximately one 

second per year. 

Daylight Saving Time: If you are in a time zone with 

Daylight Saving, it will adjust automatically, provided you 

connected to your phone at some time in the last three 

months.  To indicate that it has made the adjustment, it will 

double-tick the seconds hand for the whole of the following 

day.  

Leap Seconds: The time will be adjusted for leap seconds, 

provided you connected to your phone some tie in the last 

three months.   

Manual Time Set: If you need to set the time and do not 

have the phone to hand, press and hold the bottom pusher 

for three seconds.  The hour hand will wiggle.  Press and 

hold the top pusher to advance the hour hand to the 

desired position.  Press the bottom pusher again and repeat 

for the minute hand.  Finally, press the bottom pusher once 

more. 

Reset:  If for any reason you need to reset the watch, press 

and hold both pushers for ten seconds. 

Waterproofing:  The timepiece is water resistant to 30m.  

However, swimming with a timepiece is not recommended. 

Battery:  For the No.8, you can expect several years use per 

battery.  When the battery power is low, the seconds hand 

will stop as a way of indicating the power is low and to save 

battery power.  The other hands will continue to show the 

correct time.  The CR2330 3V Lithium coin cell can be 

replaced at any watch repair store.  After battery 

replacement, it will be necessary to connect to the watch 

and align the hands by selecting Hand Alignment in the app. 

Strap: Steel watches have crocodile straps.  Gold and 

platinum watches have alligator straps.  Custom straps can 

be provided on request.  The strap size is 22mm. 

Left Handed Configuration:  If you wear your watch on 

your right hand and would like the pushers on the left, 

instruct your watch repairer to remove the movement and 

then replace it rotated 180°.  Then swap the straps around.  

The pushers will then be on the left.  (Patented.) 

Servicing: The timepiece may be returned for us for 

servicing.  For a quotation, contact support@hoptroff.com 

Support: For further assistance, please contact 

support@hoptroff.com. 

Warranty, Terms and Conditions: Refer to separate 

document on www.hoptroff.com/pages/docs 
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